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Agenda

- An introduction to the Sociolinguistic Archive and Analysis Project (SLAAP)
  
  - A **demonstration** of some of the project’s software features
  
  - A little about how the software works

- An application from some current research
  - Using speech timing to model sociolinguistic variables
Background: The NCLLP

- The North Carolina Language and Life Project (NCLLP) is a sociolinguistic research initiative based at North Carolina State University
  - Under the direction of Walt Wolfram
  - Conducts sociolinguistic interviews & studies with a wide array of individuals and groups throughout North Carolina and elsewhere (predominately in the American South)
  - Has one of the largest collections of sociolinguistic interview recordings in the U.S.
    - > 2,500 interviews (and growing)

- In early 2005, with support from the NCSU Libraries, we began a formal digitization and organization initiative for our large media collection
The Sociolinguistic Archive and Analysis Project (SLAAP)

- On the one hand, we have been organizing (and digitizing) the sociolinguistic archive collection of the NCLLP, and increasingly others, for preservation and accessibility
  - Making the collection web accessible, so scholars can access their data from anywhere in the world

- But SLAAP is more than an archive:
  - It is web-based software that seeks to enhance sociolinguistic data through the development of analytic tools and data-models
  - Through this, we are exploring new, computer-enhanced techniques for interacting with the collection and for conducting sociolinguistic analyses
  - In Poplack’s (2007) terms, SLAAP is a tool with no projected end-product
  - It is an example of a more explicit conception of data in sociolinguistic practice (Kendall 2008)
The (Current) Archive

- Currently (May 2012), SLAAP houses:
  - Over 2,600 interviews
  - Over 4,100 media files (> 2,100 hours of audio)
  - Not just from North Carolina...

  - Over 68 hours of time-aligned transcripts (~700,000 words)
    - ~27 hours and growing from the West Virginia Dialect Project (PI Kirk Hazen, WVU)
    - ~7 hours from South Texas (PI Erik Thomas, NCLLP)
    - ~12 hours from Washington DC (Mallinson & Kendall 2009)

- But SLAAP seeks to be more than just an archive...
Demo: [http://ncslaap.lib.ncsu.edu/](http://ncslaap.lib.ncsu.edu/)

Assorted screenshots from SLAAP, from Kendall (2007)
How SLAAP Works...
SLAAP’s data model

- Media files are most basic level of “data”
  - They are housed in file space, but their locations and information about them are stored in a database

- Projects, interviews, speakers, etc. are housed in a relational (MySQL) database

- Information like notes (“annotations”), variable tabulations, transcripts, etc. are time-stamped entries also in database tables

E.g., transcripts are comprised of data-base entries:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start Time</th>
<th>Speaker Reference</th>
<th>Simple Orthographic Representation</th>
<th>End Time</th>
<th>Additional (meta)data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Transcripts Generated in Praat

I don't know why she's getting on my nerves but she just is.

[You] have a smile on your face.

[Don’t]

I don’t know why she’s getting on my nerves but she just is.

(media: dca_keisha_a)
What constitutes a transcript line?

• The phonetic utterance
  – The “hypothesis” behind SLAAP is that a powerful **methodological** definition of the utterance is:
    • Silence - **sound** - silence on the part of a speaker
  – All silence > ~60 ms is marked as separate from speech

• nb.
  – In this approach: Timing information is central. The text is an **approximation** of the speech, more a link to the audio than a representation of it.
  – ~ Annotation Graphs (Bird & Liberman 2001)
Adding a Transcript to the Archive

SLAAP “up”
(e.g., linked to media file, speech)

Resides in SLAAP

SLAAP can process in a variety of ways

Can script with Praat or R or ...

Can manipulate directly in MySQL

Can be exported in “any” format (e.g., XML)

Etc.

* Also, for non-SLAAP users, a public tool to convert TextGrids to plain text on the website
SLAAP itself works by...

- All web pages are generated by PHP scripts

- Acoustic analysis features work by:
  - Extracting relevant information from the database (timestamps, media file location, etc.)
  - Sending this information to Praat via customized Praat scripts
  - Reading Praat output (and optionally post-processing, via software like ImageMagick & LAME)
  - Compiling and formatting this output and sending it back to the user.

- E.g., extracting pitch info:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start Time</th>
<th>Spkr Ref</th>
<th>Simple Ortho Rep</th>
<th>End Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>858.926</td>
<td>PEO</td>
<td>I became a commissioner</td>
<td>860.049</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

/Praat_4_3_12_exe praat_scripts/make_excerpt_pitchtier.praat prv007aa soundfiles/ praat_out/tskendal/ 858.925932 860.049443 75 600 0.01

Line Start | Spkr Pitch & Text | End
--- | --- | ---
<23> [858.926] PEO: I became a commissioner [860.049]
An Application...

Using speech timing to investigate language variation
Sequential temporal patterns of speech & The Henderson graph

- On account of the finely time-aligned transcripts, SLAAP is well-suited for investigating speech timing phenomena (Kendall 2009, forthcoming)

- Here, focusing on just one idea within variationist sociolinguistics (Labov 1966, 1972, ...)
  - Channel cues to attention to speech, via a visualization technique that, following Levelt (1989), I call a Henderson graph (Henderson, Goldman-Eisler, and Skarbek 1966)
Attention to speech

- William Labov’s foundational work in variationist sociolinguistics (1966, 1972) established that a speaker’s **attention to his/her speech** is an important factor in his/her language realization.

Within-speaker variation

→ **Style**
Channel cues

• In his formulation of the attention to speech model, Labov (1966, 1972) proposed that **channel cues** can indicate changes in attention to speech
  – To be sure that the different interview tasks succeed in eliciting different styles, it was necessary to look to other aspects of the sociolinguistic interview data (i.e., other aspects of the speech recording)

• **Channel cues = pauses, laughter, breathing, ...**
It is of course not enough to set a particular context in order to observe casual speech. ... The best cues are channel cues: modulations of the voice production which affect speech as a whole. Our use of this evidence must follow the general procedure of linguistic analysis: the absolute values of tempo, pitch, volume, and breathing may be irrelevant, but contrasting values of these characteristics are cues to a differentiation of Style A and Style B. A change in tempo, a change in pitch range, a change in volume or rate of breathing, form socially significant signs of shift towards a more spontaneous or more casual style of speech.
But,

- The idea was tabled because no systematic way to actualize the idea
  - “It appears that channel cues did not provide a high enough level of interpersonal reliability for most researchers” (Labov 2006: 74).

  - “An exploratory attempt to distinguish careful from casual speech based on Labov’s criteria was rejected for several reasons. In the first place, any of the paralinguistic channel cues cited as indications of casual speech can also be indications that the informant feels an increased awareness of the artificiality or formality of the interview situation. Can nervous laughter reliably be distinguished from casual or relaxed laughter? Also, the subjective interpretation of the paralinguistic cues tends to bias the interpretation of casual speech ... To what extent must there be a change of pitch or rhythm and how close to the actual feature being tabulated must it occur?”
New old questions

• I have been interested in drawing on the fact that attention is a more broadly studied phenomena
• And that others have thought about the role of channel cues – like pauses – in speech production

• Can we revive the channel cue component?
  – Can we quantify it and use attention to speech in new ways?
  – In Kendall (2009, forthcoming) I draw on work by Frieda Goldman-Eisler and other psycholinguists who have studied pause and hesitation phenomena
    • And also, e.g., Wallace Chafe’s (1994) ideas about the “flow of consciousness” in discourse
Goldman-Eisler and pauses

- Goldman-Eisler (e.g., 1968), and others, showed that pauses are a cue to language production processes
  - E.g., that pauses are more likely and longer before words with less predictability and with more difficult tasks... that pauses can be used “to sort out which parts of verbal sequences are verbal habits and which are being created at the time of speaking” (1968:43).

- There is “a lawful relationship between temporal phenomena in human speech and concurrent cognitive processes” (Kowal and O’Connell, 1980:61).
The Henderson graph
(Henderson, Goldman-Eisler, and Skarbek 1966)

"the same alternating pattern was quite discernible in all spontaneous speech passages" (Henderson et al.: 208).

The Henderson graph is a representation of a speech event in which talk-time is plotted on the x-axis while pause-time extends on the y-axis. Changes in the characterization of the talk are viewable as changes in the slopes of sections of the talk.
A Henderson graph of interview talk
Henderson graphs in SLAAP
Coded variables appear in situ
Sequential temporal variables

• We can envision (and test) a range of predictors
  • Related directly to the slope measurements
    – \textit{Slope} = Best-fit slope
    – \textit{ΔSlope} = Change in slope from previous Henderson segment
    – ... (E.g., \textit{SlopeComp} = Comparison of a given slope and that speaker’s mean slope (low, norm, high))

• Also, related to the segmentation made by the slopes
  – \textit{ArtRate} = Median articulation rate within segment (\(σ/\) second, not including pauses)
  – \textit{SpkRate} = Overall speaking rate for segment (total # \(σ/\) duration of total segment)
  – ... (E.g., Duration, Number of Words, etc.)
Case Study: African American teens in Washington, DC

- Mallinson and Kendall (2009) examined ten interviews with inner-city, “at risk” African American adolescent girls conducted by their camp counselor, a white female sociologist from Minnesota
  - Semi-structured counseling interviews centered on teens’ home and social lives, gender/sexual ideologies, and aspirations

- In SLAAP:
  - 10 and 2/3 hours of audio
  - 105,917 words (as transcribed)

- Do we learn anything about these young women and these data through Henderson graph based analyses?
The slopes themselves

Mean Slopes by Speaker

Steeper slopes indicate more hesitant talk (Henderson et al. 1966; Goldman-Eisler 1968)

Mallinson and Kendall (2009) find that these two girls are (a) the most talkative, (b) the most "standard", (c) the most meta-linguistically aware...

... They are the least hesitant by the Henderson graph metric
Sociolinguistic variables

- Mallinson and Kendall (2009; Kendall 2010) examined sociolinguistic variable data for these young women, including:
  - **Copula/auxiliary absence (cop/aux) with *is* and *are*,** as in “She Ø funny” and “They Ø gonna go home”
  - **Velar nasal fronting (ing),** as in “runnin’” for “running”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Absent/Total</th>
<th>%Non-Std.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copula/auxiliary absence, <em>is</em></td>
<td>185/467</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copula/auxiliary absence, <em>are</em></td>
<td>267/421</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cop/aux abs, combined</td>
<td>452/888</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velar nasal fronting</td>
<td>1352/1621</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(ing): formality & attention

- Velar nasal fronting, (ing), has been widely found to show stable stylistic and social differentiation in communities

- More attentive speech contains fewer –in’ forms
  - Steeper HG slopes reflect more hesitant (=more attentive) talk...

Figure 3.1 Social and stylistic stratification of (ing) in New York City. LWC: lower working class; UWC: upper working class; LMC: lower middle class; UMC: upper middle class (from Labov 1966a).

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>-ing</th>
<th>-in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAT</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal interview</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal interview</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chi square: 37.07; P > .001.

(Fischer 1958)
Predictions

• Equating attention $\rightarrow$ hesitancy $\rightarrow$ steep slopes

• For (ing):
  – From many previous studies, we might expect more full –ing realization (and less –in’) during steeper slopes than shallower slopes

• For (cop/aux):
  – ? Less clear predictions
    • There is some evidence of stylistic effects on (cop/aux) but less from an attention/formality perspective and conflicting evidence (cf. Rickford and McNair-Knox 1999)
    • No real reason from the literature to expect a correlation with slope (to the same extent as (ing))
Slopes & (ing)

E.g.,
“...you tell them to sit still they’ll keep movin’.”
(slope = 0.24)

E.g.,
“If you, like, hanging around them”
(slope = 0.54)
(ing) statistical results

- **Slope** $p = 0.005$
  - Increased slope (more hesitancy) predicts more full –ing!
  - (Slope is logged and centered on a per speaker basis)

- Also, significant effects of grammatical category, articulation rate, and ~number of syllables in word

- From mixed-effect logistic regression with random intercepts for speaker and word
  - $N = 1,506$
Copula/auxiliary absence (cop/aux)

- No regular pattern for copula/auxiliary absence
  - Slope is not significant here
- We don’t see this effect for every variable...
(cop/aux) statistical results

- However, **speaking rate** is significant
  - $p = 0.0028$

- Thus the method still gains us insight into the feature

- From mixed-effect logistic regression with random intercepts for speaker
  - $N = 808$
Implications

- Sequential temporal factors may indeed provide useful insights into language variation at various levels of linguistic structure

  - The fact that different temporal predictors emerge as significant for different variables makes available a number of new questions for study
    - What does it mean for some variable patterns like (ing) use to relate to pause structure/hesitancy and others (like copula/aux absence) to relate to speaking rate?
    - Further, do these differences provide insight into differential organization of these variables in speakers’ grammars?

  - In sum, the treatment of sociolinguistic data in new ways (here, through a visualization technique) can lead to new insights
In closing...

• SLAAP represents our attempts to ensure that individual collections of sociolinguistic data remain accessible and useful over time, and to reconsider the nature of our data

• So far, we hope we have been successful in articulating a proof-of-concept

• But there is very much more to do...
Thank you

SLAAP: http://ncslaap.lib.ncsu.edu/

For a broader survey of SLAAP’s features and architecture see the informal and not altogether complete user guide at:
http://ncslaap.lib.ncsu.edu/userguide/

Tyler: tsk@uoregon.edu